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Thank you for your July 11 note. We share the same qoals
for our presence in Iceland: to maximize the impact of our
military presence in Iceland while seeking to reduce. that
presence, to obtain relief Qn u.s. -funded costs associated with
purely commercial use of the Keflavik field and to preserve
access to the base while continuing our mutually beneficial
relationship with this NATO ally.

The State Department's assessment is that raising the
removal of the aircraft in t)e context of base talks would not
allow us to achieve these shared goals.

I believe it would be more effective to separate the
discussion of the fighter aircraft, search and rescue, and
support personnel from a renegotiation of our base agreement.
To accQmplish this, I propose we hold talks with the Icelanders
in the fall, during which we would thoroughly review our security
posture and brief.them on the results of the Zero-Based Review.
Through these talks we would aim at removal cf the fighter
aircraft. We would pursue cost cutting as well as flexibility
and restructuring of our military presence in the separate base
negotiations.
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Donald H. Rumefeld,

Secretary of Defense,
The Pentagon,

Washington.
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Summary: The USO is in the final stages of
preparing goals aM strategy for negotiations to produce a
flew Agreed Minute on our military operations in Iceland.
The current Agreed Minute was signed in 1996 and will
expire on April 8. Military analysis derived from the
zero-base review (ZRR) has identified radically new options
for the defense of Iceland, including a "Synchronized
Presence" that envisions the defense of Iceland from COMBS.
None of these options has been briefed to the 001. Such
proposals cross a red line for Iceland, which argues that
the four fighters currently on island are the minimum
required to demonstrate a credible defense of Iceland to
the Icelandic people and to maintain public and political
support for the presence of Keflavik base. We now need to
assess whether crossing that red line as an opening gambit
in negotiations and thereby challenging the political
consensus in Iceland for the Us presence has merit as a
negotiating tactic.

( We believe it is time to reframe the debate on US
goals and tactics for the upcoming negotiations. If the
future holds a Synchronized Presence or other Air Force
posture that fundamentally alters the understanding of the
past 50 years, then we need to initiate consultations
outside the Agreed Minute framework to prepare and persuade
the oI to accept our position and to give the GOl an
opportunity to sell the new concepts to a skeptical public
and hostile political opposition. Meanwhile, we should
concentrate our efforts in this Agreed Minutes on reaching
agreement in principle to coat share expenses at Keflavik
airport in such a manner as to not jeopardize our
operational control requirements and to establish a process
for identifying and achieving cost sharing asap. End summary.
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valuable data on options for deploymenb ¿f mi itary assets
and personnel to achieve our bilateral commitment for the
defense of Iceland. changes of the ZER magnitude go to the
heart of bilateral understandings crafted over decades and
would require serious consultations with the GOl to pave
the way for such fundamental changes. No such
consultations have taken place at any level. If
Synchronized Presence ISP) may ultimately become the 135G
position, then it is too important to use merely as an
opening gambit at the Agreed Minute (AM) negotiations.

jps' Aside from the four fighters, we already enjoy
considerable flexibility in the deployment of supporting
USAF assets, specifically helos and tankers. The 001 has
never to our knowledge denied a request in recent times to
gap the helos or tankers, and gaps have been for long
periods. The 001 even indicated informally that it was
prepared to review favorably a request for gapping the
fighters for a training exercise. Efforts to quantify euch
flexibility, or to achieve unilateral control over the
movement of assets, again go to the heart of Got's need to
be seen as a relevant player in the defense of Iceland.

We all agree on the need to address cost sharing at
Keflavik airport. We would argue that it is preferable to
secure agreement in principle from the Icelanders for this
objective and create a process (e.g., an expert working
group) to accomplish the detailed negotiations for what and
how much to cost share, without jeopardizing our
operational control requirements. A monitoring arrangement
would be required to ensure progress. We believe this
strategy will get us what we want in an acceptable
timeframe, whereas handing the Gol a "fait accomplie on a
dollar or percent batís will not dispose them, or allow
them in a political sense, to cooperate.

Where Is Iceland Coming From?

eThe US access to Iceland's territory has never been
popular with the average Icelander and our strong ties have
been the result of decades long effort by the Independence

Party (IP), which has governed Iceland as the dominant
coalition partner for much of the last 50 years. The only
two times the IP was out of power, including once in the
1971-74 period, resulted in Iceland invoking Article 7 of
the '51 bilateral agreement with a view to remove US forces
from Iceland. Both efforts were withdrawn and damage
controlled by the IP. The Independence Party has been
willing to take hard political decisions to accommodate US
requirements, and the current IP Prime Minister David



O4dsson is a strong supporter of the transatlantic alliance
and keflavik. The tP has 37 percent public support, and
faces strong pressure from the Left/Green party, which has
29 percent public support and opposes both Iceland's
membership in MATO and the presence of Ref lavik base.

7. rThe IP has crafted public support for Keflavik
around the presence of IJSAF fighters to defend Iceland's
air sovereignty, which was challenged as recently as June
1999 when two Bear bombers were escorted away from the
island by USAI FiSs. The logic is that this is the one
tangible defense benefit for icelanders, since the dominant
Navy presence at Keflavik is devoted largely to classified
MW and surveillance that rarely penetrate the public
conscious. Crossing Iceland's red line in the hope of
gaining leverage in the negotiations is in cur judgment a
vain hope, with the risk of jeopardizing the important US
goals in this negotiation. It also exposes the IF to
domestic political pressure that is not helpful to military
or broader USO objectives.

The Broader Considerations

8. t There are additional considerations in defining our
Agreed Minute CAM) strategy which we believe justify
keeping the deployment of USAF assets outside the current
All framework:

-- Iceland is capable of all the excesses of a small
sovereign state that perceives it's being trodden on by the
world power. However, their vote is as important as any
other in NATO and other fora, and that vote is generally in
support of USO objectives. It is no accident that China's
bi Peng culminated a long series of Chinese officials
visiting Iceland last year as part of China's quest for
votes in international fora. However, Iceland is a
reliable supporter of US Missile Detense objectives, US
ESDP/ESDI goals; preserving the transatlantic character of
NATO; Nato's engagement in the Balkans; as well as US
objectives in other fora ranging from trade and human
rights to the environment.

-- Iceland's contributions to NATO objectives in recent
years are further examples of PM Oddsson's efforts to
increase the value of Iceland's role in NATO. Iceland
contributes to NATO's civil and military budgets; joined
the Military Committee; and contributed police, forensic
and medical personnel in Bosnia and K080vo. Moreover,
Iceland welcomed refugees from the Balkans in higher
proportions than most other NATO allies. Iceland's
contribution at the CCC to Europe's Headline Goal consisted
of a Rapid Reaction Force of civilian peacekeepers, and was
consistent with US goals.



-- There has been considerable interest in the outcome of
the Agreed Minute negotiations on the part of locally-based
NATO-member ambassadors, particularly those whose
militaries are present at Keflavik, and by visitors, most
recently SecOen Robertson (ref A). Their radar went up
last spring, when Iceland indulged in unilateralism
regarding many aspects of KefJ.avik's operations. They are
clearly looking for any sign of stress in the relationship
and any hint of lessening US support for the base.

Losing Gains Already Won

If we trigger the aol's red line of fighter
presence in Iceland, or attempt to quantify the already
flexible arrangement regarding gapping the helos and
tankers, we will not likely find the GOt willing or able ta
address a further round of cost cutting. They have
signaled a willingness to begin a process of sharing
airport costs, but such an effort would not be possible if
we are stuck on the question of AP assets and the Got's
fundamental goal to provide for the defense cf Iceland.

Moreover, the most significant advance we have

made to date on coat cutting, the MOU on Contracting, has
languished in the C-175 process for months notwithstanding
Its strong support within the USC. This MOU is also
critical to overturn the 001's law passed last spring,
which created unacceptable operating conditions at
Keflavjk. The US achieved advances in the MOU that
translate into the greatest cost reductions we have
realized in decades. Other unacceptable aspects of the
GOt's law, including access to Ref lavik base, are being
satisfactorily worked and are also at risk.
Confrontational tactics in the AM negotiations will make it
politically impossible for the GaI to sign the Contracting
MOU and to continue their excellent cooperation to repair
the damage, Including on sealift, caused by their
adventurism last spring.

In short, we have an important agenda for the
upcoming agreed minute negotiations and we do not believe
that crossing Iceland's red lines will get us where we need
to be on cost cutting and locking in the gains achieved in
the MOU on Contracting. If Synchronized Presence is a
serious US goal, it needs to be treated seriously and not
as a negotiating scare tactic that has every potential to
damage our credibility and ultimate success. Too much is
at stake and tactics are not worth destroying our overall
positive bilateral relationship and the support of a
partner in the transatlantic allIance.
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